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TRANSTEC is a Global Localization and Content Solutions Provider founded
by enthusiastic language industry entrepreneurs in 2007 in the dynamic
international localization hub of Cairo, Egypt.
Over the years, we have grown to provide high-quality language
services for many prestigious clients. We oﬀer a wide range of content
and localization services that cover all current language-related
needs, while ensuring smooth on-time deliveries and
round-the-clock support services. At TRANSTEC, we guarantee
client satisfaction with cost-eﬀective, premium-quality work
through our ﬂexible and customized approach.
TRANSTEC’s talented language professionals and project managers
employ cutting-edge automation tools and a range of specialized CAT
tools to deliver ﬂawless translation and localization projects. Keeping up
with the pace of today’s market demands, you need to speak the language
of your target audience, wherever they are, no matter where you are.

With TRANSTEC, you are sure to reap the rewards of investing in
top-quality content providers and foreign language services!

Our Values
Quality Guarantee
We are an ISO 17100:2015 and ISO 18587:2017
Translation Service-Requirements LICS
certiﬁed Translation Service Provider and
Translation services - Post-editing of
machine
translation
output
–
Requirements provider.
We are also proud to have earned
the TUV Austria ISO 9001:2015
credential for Quality Management
Systems. We endorse the standards of
the American Translators Association as
an old member since 2010.
We adopt a four-eye Quality Control process
to check all work done by Production and
Management teams. We use our tailored Six
Sigma approach along with internal random audits
and biweekly scorecards completed by our Total
Quality Management Department using our LQA
matrix.

One-Stop Shop
TRANSTEC provides turnkey language and content
solutions including translation, localization and
interpretation. Our services include Website
localization, E-learning localization, Multilingual
DTP, Multimedia localization, Transcription,
Subtitling,
Voiceovers,
Transcreation,
Copywriting, SEO localization, Multicultural
consultations and many others.

Cutting-edge localization
technology
At TRANSTEC, we continually invest in
cutting-edge localization technology with CAT
translation tools, as well as DTP software, not to
mention the latest releases in terminology
management software. This guarantees ultimate
consistency with eﬃciency to meet the promised
delivery date with the highest quality at the lowest cost.
Our technology solutions include a wide range of CAT tools,
including SDL Trados, MemoQ, Wordfast, MemSource,
TRANSIT NXT, Smartcat and many more.

Aﬀordable Excellence
Why trade excellent quality for aﬀordable
rates while you can have both?
TRANSTEC is keen on cutting down costs while
maintaining the highest standards in the
localization industry. With this goal in mind, we
don’t over-charge by adding extra rush fees and we
oﬀer a free pilot/test, allowing our clients to see the
quality of our work at no charge.
In addition, we are committed to serving our clients in
their local time zones with fast turnaround times at
reasonable rates.

Customer success
TRANSTEC is a customer-oriented, technology-driven global
company.
Feel free to contact us anytime, regardless of your time zone. Our
management and production teams are always available and are
standing by to hear from you, wherever you are.


     
Our aim is to provide high-quality
services that suit your budget and
exceed
your
expectations
while
multiplying your localization and content
return on investment expectations.

 
We value your opinion. Our customer service teams
(Sales, CRM, Marketing and Project Management)
always aim to ensure that you have a pleasant and
hassle-free experience. Your feedback and total
satisfaction are vital to help us achieve our goals.

TRANSTEC Story
Your GLOBAL content bridge
Localization is all about building bridges. TRANSTEC builds bridges across
language and cultural barriers on the solid foundations of extensive expertise
and commitment to excellence, helping our clients forge new business
connections and expand their markets globally. Due to geographical, cultural
and linguistic diversity, new markets might seem intimidating. At TRANSTEC, we
embrace this diversity and see it as an ideal opportunity to ease our clients’ entry
into the expanding global market.
A group of experienced, passionate and enthusiastic entrepreneurs created
"TRANSTEC" to serve the Europe, Middle East and Africa market by providing
localization services with an exceptional ﬂair to multinational global brands
around the world seeking market growth in the EMEA region.
Giving a new meaning to Localization and Content Services that goes far
beyond carrying out successful projects, up to empowering multilingual
communication while eliminating cultural and language barriers.

Our approach focuses on
providing accurate, punctual and cost-eﬀective services.

Lost in translation?...
Lucid by TRANSTEC
Being an Egyptian-based language service provider, TRANSTEC provides a comprehensive
set of translation and localization services for most EMEA languages as well as common Asian
languages. Driven by a passion for crossing the frontiers of language and culture and backed by
a wide network of talented linguists, we guarantee your message will never be lost in translation.

TRANSTEC oﬀers turnkey solutions in more than 150 common and rare
languages:
Middle Eastern languages: Arabic, Farsi, Dari, Urdu, Turkish, Kurdish, Pashto, Tamil, Telegu,
Hebrew and more;
African languages: Afrikaans, Akan, Amharic, Hausa, Igbo, Kinyarwanda, Kirundi, Lingala,
Oromo, Sesotho, Setswana, Somali, Swahili, Tigrinya, Twi, Wolof, Xhosa, Yoruba, Zulu
and more;
Asian Languages: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Malay, Uzbek, Mongolian and
more;
European Languages: German, Italian, Dutch, Romanian, Latvian, Croatian,
Bosnian and more.

East meets west
TRANSTEC’s expertise and large talent pool of in-country, native-language
speakers allows us to radically approach the linguistic and technical
challenges of English-into-RTL/Asian translations. We support all character sets
for RTL and LTR languages, and speciﬁcally double-byte languages such as Korean,
Japanese and Chinese. Applying translation best practices and using ground-breaking
technology tools, we redeﬁne and raise the standards of English-into-RTL/Asian
translations.

Two cultures. One message
At TRANSTEC, we smoothly cut through the major linguistic and cultural
diﬀerences between European, Asian, African and Middle Eastern
languages. Our linguists don’t translate words but rather the whole context
with the aim of delivering translations that sound perfectly natural. Our
dedicated project managers assign your project only to an in-country,
native-speaking, culturally sensitive linguist who has sound
knowledge of the subject matter.

EMEA = 4 letters…
Thousands of languages and cultures
Home to several language families and many language isolates, EMEA is a four-letter word
yet a thousand-language resource. Most EMEA countries have more than one oﬃcial
language. We embrace creating distinct linguistic diversity and skillfully cater to the whole
region.

How do you prefer your content?
While milk tea using evaporated milk is the most popular beverage in Hong Kong, tea drinkers in
Thailand generally prefer strong-brewed red tea with a touch of anise and spices.
Such cultural diﬀerences are known only to native speakers. Hence, we hire only in-country
native speakers to guarantee that translations are not only accurate but also culturally
appropriate to the target local audience.
TRANSTEC Project Managers maintain open lines of communication with our clients,
clarifying the purpose of the project and gathering all the information required to
ensure a successful start and to avoid any time-consuming ambiguities.
Combining project managers with outstanding communication skills and linguists
with deep cultural awareness, we ensure that we deliver products and services
that are completed exactly the way you and your customers prefer.

TRANSTEC services
We oﬀer a full suite of localization services covering all the steps of
the localization lifecycle.
At TRANSTEC , your ultimate localization solution takes place with
just the touch of a button.

TRANSTEC’s range of services includes:
Translation
Multilingual DTP
Website localization
Transcription and voiceover work
Localization engineering
Software localization

E-learning localization
Games localization
Technical writing
Copywriting
Transcreation
Subtitling
Testing and QA

Localization
We can translate and adapt your large projects from or into all
the Middle Eastern and most of the African, Asian and
European languages, ensuring a high-quality translation
provided by professional native speaker in-house or
in-country linguists.

Voice over work
We present turnkey complete audio production
solutions for your video, audio, online or television
programs. We ensure the accuracy and high quality
of the ﬁnal product by using the latest Sound
Engineering Studio technology of pro-tools and
professional
partners.
We
provide
all
audio/video types of services such as
transcription, narration, subtitling and other
audio-related pre-production and
post-production activities.

Multilingual DTP
Our Desktop Publishing Department provides complete
multilingual DTP solutions for both LTR and RTL languages,
in any software tool/application for both PC and Mac
platforms including Photoshop, In Design, FrameMaker,
Illustrator, Corel Draw, Quark XPress and many more.

Localization Engineering
Our engineers work to map out current practices
to improve quality, reduce time-to-market and
increase cost savings across your localization
eﬀorts. We provide translation memory
solutions along with automated Quality
Assurance tools with an innovative internal
cycle to ensure the highest required quality
standards and eﬃciency.

Testing and QA
Our resources handle desktop software and websites as
well as ﬁrmware, embedded systems and mobile device
testing based on your speciﬁc requirements.

Copywriting Services
We maintain the appropriate style of your marketing
content, as we are aware that literal translations
rarely make the cut, especially when you are
creating high-impact, promotional content for
global advertising and marketing campaigns.

Transcreation
This
includes
creative
translation,
cross-market copywriting, international
copy adaptation, marketing translation,
internationalization,
localization
and
cultural adaptation.

TRANSTEC expertise:
Our services cover almost every business vertical, speciﬁcally
focusing on the following industries:

Industries
Automotive
IT and telecoms
Life sciences
E-learning
Banking
Electronics
Marketing

Software
Games
Hardware
Energy
Legal
Patent
Medical life sciences

Educational
Financial
IT
Sports
Mobile technology
Commercial
Heavy machinery
Medical life sciences
Software localization

Major clients and projects
Examples of well-known brands that we
have helped in the multi-lingual localization
of their high quality products and services.

Organizations
UNICEF
United Nations
International Health Organization
World Bank
Ohio Academic Standards

E-Learning
Element K
Academy of Learning
NetG Cisco
Edmark
Skill Soft
Edexcel

          

Changing Attitudes
Compass Learning
Electric Paper
Questar
River Deep

    

Websites
Microsoft: www.windowsupdate.com
Microsoft: www.oﬃceupdate.com
Special Olympics:
www.specialolympics.com
Asus: www.asus.com
Samsung: www.samsung.com
Avis: www.avis.com
Google: www.google.com

Games Localization
Play Station
Nintendo
Mobile Games
Software
Microsoft
Oracle

Siebel
Novell
Mindware
Symantec
Google
SAP

AXAPTA
Sun Microsystems
Lotus
Texas instruments
Quintus
IFS

Eastman Software
ICICI
PWC
Citrix
Apple

          

    

Telecommunication & IT
IPhone
HTC
IMate
Nokia
Siemens
BenQ

Sony
Ericsson
Motorola
Samsung
Alcatel
Cisco
Systems

Kyocera
Eurotelecom
Pantech
Hyundai Mobile
O2
AT&T
Nortel

Electronics
Phillips
Sharp
Samsung
Sony
Panasonic
Orion

Toshiba
JVC
Moulinex
Braun
Kenwood
Casio

HP
Lexmark
Xerox
Dell
Intel
Tissot

Viewsonic
Ixia
Konica-Minol
ta
Arnox
Hoover
PHT

Creative
Technologies

          

    

Medical & Health Care
Bayer
Pﬁzer
GlaxoWellcome
Merck
Hoechst
Hill- Room

Bickton & Dickenson
Johnson & Johnson
P&G
Tyco
Viacies
Mayo Clinic
Volcano
Spectranetics
Good Health

Automotive & Heavy Equipments
Daimler
Chrysler
Bentleys
BMW
Honda
General
Motors
DAF

Scania
MG
Mazda
Toyota
Bentley
Cadillac

Rover
Hammer
Nissan
Opel
Audi
Volkswagen

Daewoo
Hyundai
Volvo
Renault
Peugeot
JCB

          

BOB
CAT
Hitachi
Caterpillar
Komatsu
Inovex
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